Bintelli Trio Deluxe Etrike with 500S Display - Overview of Operation:

The basic layout of the display is:
There are two buttons on the bottom of the display (bottom left and right).
The button on the bottom right is the power button. Hold down for a couple of seconds to power the trike & display on or off.
The button on the bottom left is the “menu” button. Quick press it and it toggles the display between various parameters, such as
trip distance, average and maximum speed this trip, odometer, and trip time.
The plus and minus buttons on the top left face, when pressed, will change the pedal assist (PAS) levels between 0 and 5.
Long pressing the plus (+) turns the headlight on and off. Long pressing the minus (-) is called walk mode, for walking the trike with
some motor assistance, and will propel the trike forward. Careful - hold onto the trike strongly.
Long pressing the button on the bottom left puts you into setup mode:
There are current trip settings which can be reset to zero, and then further programmable settings, preset at the factory for your trike
type and size. For the further programmable settings, there are two levels - standard, and password protected. You shouldn’t need to
program either of these two levels as they were set at the factory.
NOTE: When you simply want to reset the trip distance and time to zero, at the first setup prompt of CR n, change the n to y (by pressing
the plus), and then quick press M. After about five seconds the display will revert to the startup screen, and your trip settings will be
reset – that is zeroed out.
The programmable standard settings are:
- Cr – Clear the current trip settings: n or y will progress you to the next setting, which will be flashing, waiting for entry:
- Flashing 57- Choose between kilometers or miles by pressing the plus or minus button. Press M to go to the next setting.
- Bl - Back light brightness: 1 – 5, where 5 is brightest. Again, plus or minus to change, M to proceed to the next.
- Of – How long before the display and trike powers off, when no activity. Plus or minus to change, M to proceed.
Programmable password protected settings: (password is 1919)
- Voltage is 48, then M to proceed.
- Hd – Hub diameter is 24 for this trike, then M to proceed.
- SL - Speed limit – governs the maximum motor speed (wattage) down by lowering the value (6 – 62, in kilometers/hr).
LONG PRESS M to conclude programming and save your settings, or short press M to loop back through the settings.
For many, the easiest way for you to change your display settings is to watch others via videos on Youtube. This is the Bafang 500S
display (search for it on Youtube), and you will see others doing it. Enjoy your trike, and call us with any questions at 435-218-7790.

